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Thought Experiment

Suppose you had never heard of the word migrant before and you
encounter the word for the first time reading Fox News headlines such
as...

What do you infer about the “meaning” of the word migrant?
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Thought Experiment

Now

suppose that instead of Fox News headlines, you had
encountered the word for the first time reading CBS News headlines
such as...

What do you infer about the “meaning” of the word migrant?
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Problem statement

We want to quantify systematic differences in meaning across groups
and time and get measures of the associated uncertainty.

We want “semantic” regression.

Something like:

migranti = α + β1X1i + β2X2i + · · ·+ εi

where migranti is a mention of the word in our corpus and X1i ,
X2i , · · · are covariates (e.g., group membership of i).
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But. . .

This presupposes we can numerically represent each individual
instance of the target word (e.g., migranti ) in our corpus...

...in a way that captures the variation in meaning.

This is generally very challenging.
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Our solution

Leverage pre-trained word embeddings. Specifically, we place Khodak et
al.’s (2018) innovation, à la carte embeddings (ALC), within a regression
framework,one that:

Is transparent, efficient, and computationally simple X

Allows us to evaluate hypotheses about covariate effects on embeddings X

Performs well in cases of rare words or small corporaX

Provides more accurate & interpretable results than competing methods X

While also being faster to run and more numerically stable X
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Outline

1 Word embeddings, what are they?

2 An intuitive solution

3 À la carte embeddings

4 A regression framework

5 Applications

6 R package conText
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From Context to Embeddings

“You shall know a word by the company it keeps.”

(Firth, 1957)
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Local vs. pre-trained

You can. . .

train you own “local” embeddings given a large enough corpus

or download pre-trained embeddings trained on very large corpora

→ e.g., Stanford GloVe 300
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An intuitive solution

To numerically represent an instance of a word, average the
pre-trained embeddings of the surrounding words.

...Refugee agency to fast-track release of migrant1 children with
parents in the U.S....

fast − track
release

of
children

with
parents


︸ ︷︷ ︸

6×1

=



0.78, −0.26, · · · 0.06, 0.99,
−1.37, 0.72, · · · 0.51, −0.08
−0.62, −1.46, · · · −1.82, 0.31
−1.17, −0.44, · · · 1.29, 1.20

1.51, −0.65, · · · 0.68, −1.47
−2.26, 0.57, · · · 0.18, −0.73


︸ ︷︷ ︸

6×D

migrant1 =
[
−0.52, −0.25, · · · 0.15, 0.04

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×D
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An intuitive solution

To get an average representation of the target word for our corpus,
we can simply average the representations of all the instances of the
target word in our corpus.

migrant =
1

Nc

∑
i

migranti

where Nc is the number of instances of the word in our corpus.
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Does this work?

Not really.

The average is overwhelmed by a few common but uninformative
directions.

→ ends up in a semantically uninformative area of the embedding space.

So turn to Arora et al (2018) and Khodak et al (2018).
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Arora et al (2018)

Key theoretical result: given a corpus and its corresponding
embeddings...

...there exists a linear relationship between the embedding of a word,
vw , and the average of the embeddings of its contexts in the
corresponding corpus, uw .

vw ≈ A
1

Nc

∑
i

uwi

where Nc is the number of instances of the word in the corpus.
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To learn A

Given a corpus and its corresponding embeddings, A can be learned
via a linear regression model:

Â = arg min
A

W∑
w=1

α(nw )‖vw − Auw‖22

where vw is the embedding for w , uw is the average of the
embeddings of the contexts of w and α(·) is a weighting function.

English: the linear relationship that minimizes the difference between
the pre-trained embeddings and the average of the embeddings of the
contexts.

A only needs to be estimated once for a given corpus and
corresponding embeddings.
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Khodak et al (2018)

Given an embeddings model and its corresponding A, we can embed a
new (unseen) target word –for which we have contexts– simply by:

1. averaging the embeddings (e.g. GloVe) of the target word’s
contexts.

2. applying a linear transformation (A ∈ RDxD).

and voilà, you have an embedding à la carte.
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Back to our example

...Refugee agency to [fast-track release of migrant1 children with

parents] in the U.S....
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Back to our example



fast − track
release

of
children

with
parents

 =



0.78, −0.26, · · · 0.06, 0.99,
−1.37, 0.72, · · · 0.51, −0.08
−0.62, −1.46, · · · −1.82, 0.31
−1.17, −0.44, · · · 1.29, 1.20

1.51, −0.65, · · · 0.68, −1.47
−2.26, 0.57, · · · 0.18, −0.73


To get an average representation of the target word for our corpus...

migrant =
1

Nc

∑
i

migranti

where Nc is the number of instances of the word in our corpus.
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migrant1 =
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−0.52, −0.25, · · · 0.15, 0.04

]
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Back to our example

migrant1 =
[
−0.52, −0.25, · · · 0.15, 0.04

]
To get an ALC embedding of the target word for our corpus...

migrantALC = A×

(
1

Nc

∑
i

migranti

)

where Nc is the number of instances of the word in our corpus.
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Back to our example

migrant1 =
[
−0.52, −0.25, · · · 0.15, 0.04

]
To get an ALC embedding of the target word for our corpus...

migrantALC =
1

Nc

∑
i

A×migranti︸ ︷︷ ︸
single-instance ALC

where Nc is the number of instances of the word in our corpus.
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Does this work?

Yes!

Look at NYT corpus of mentions of Trump vs trump. Provide ALC
embeddings for every one. Are they different across meanings, but
similar within?

For embeddings we use Stanford GloVe 300.

For the transformation matrix we use Khodak et al (2018).
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Trump vs. trump
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“...that painted a deeply unflattering picture of president Trump but
stopped short of accusing him of criminal...”
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Trump vs. trump - nearest neighbors

Trump trump
untransformed transformed untransformed transformed
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Trump vs. trump - nearest neighbors

Trump trump
untransformed transformed untransformed transformed

biden declarer
upbraided spades

barack trumps
obama rebid

presidential overcall
rhetoric bidder
bellicose bids

inauguration bidding
elect anthropocentrism

impeachment obeyed
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Trump vs. trump - nearest neighbors

Trump trump
untransformed transformed untransformed transformed

but biden but declarer
that upbraided only spades
even barack that trumps

because obama one rebid
the presidential they overcall
not rhetoric not bidder

would bellicose well bids
what inauguration same bidding
when elect this anthropocentrism
this impeachment both obeyed
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A regression framework

Suppose we are comparing the usage of a word by two different
groups of people, group B and group C . Our model is,

yi = α + βxi + εi

where yi is a 1xD dimensional vector representing the ALC
embedding of instance i of the word. . .

→ so this is a multivariate regression.

. . . and xi is an indicator variable capturing group membership, equal
to 1 if i is a member of group B, 0 otherwise.
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A regression framework

We then have that:

α̂ = E[Auw |x=0] = AE[uw |x=0] = vw |x=0 = ALC embedding|x=0

α̂ + β̂ = E[Auw |x=1] = AE[uw |x=1] = vw |x=1 = ALC embedding|x=1

The magnitude of the “shift” is captured by the norm of β̂.

→ best interpreted relative to some other “shift”.

Use bootstrapping to quantify sampling variance.

Use permutation test for inference.
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Application: partisan and gender differences

Corpus: Congressional Record (sessions 111 - 114)

Embeddings: Stanford GloVe 300

Transformation matrix: Khodak et al (2018)

Target words: immigration, marriage, abortion, and, the, but.

Model: yi = α + β1Republicani + β2femalei + εi
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Application: partisan differences in NNs of immigration
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Application: meaning of ‘empire’

Corpus: Congressional Record and Hansard (1935 - 2010)

Embeddings: GloVe embeddings trained on corpus.

Transformation matrix: A estimated for corpus.

Target words: empire.

Model: yit = α + βAmericanit + εit (separate models for each year t)
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Application: meaning of ‘empire’ - NNs pre 1947 - 1948
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Application: meaning of ‘empire’ - NNs post 1947 - 1948
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Application: meaning of ‘empire’ - NNs post 1947 - 1948
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Application: survey open-ends

Corpus: ANES 2016 - ”Most important problems facing the country”
(open-end)

Embeddings: Stanford GloVe 300

Transformation matrix: Khodak et al (2018)

Target text: full open-ended response.

Model: yi = α + β1malei + β2Moderatei + β1Conservativei + εi
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Software: conText

Try to follow generic R lm( ) and glm( ) syntax in terms of
operator.

So, something like. . .
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To conclude

Problem:quantify systematic differences in meaning across groups and
time and get measures of the associated uncertainty.

Contribution: we place Khodak et al.’s (2018) innovation, à la carte
embeddings (ALC), within a regression framework, one that allows us
to run “semantic” regressions of the form:

migranti = α + β1X1i + β2X2i + · · ·+ εi
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Thank You!

paper:
https://github.com/prodriguezsosa/EmbeddingRegression

package: https://github.com/prodriguezsosa/conText
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